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**TOTO Extends Popular Oberon Faucet Collection with Chic New Shower System featuring AeroJet Technology**

*(Morrow, GA) May 3, 2017 — TOTO’s Oberon Faucet Collection features three single handle faucet models—Oberon R, Oberon S and Oberon F—which offer design-savvy homeowners and designers timeless beauty with clean, modern lines to update any bath with a chic, contemporary sensibility. These WaterSense labeled faucets are available with a 1.5 or 1.2 gallons per minute (gpm) flow rate.**

This year, TOTO expands the affordably priced Oberon Faucet Collection with a sleek, planet-friendly shower system that features TOTO’s renowned AeroJet technology. The new Oberon Shower System transforms the daily shower into a luxurious experience that makes bathers feel cleaner and more alive, while conserving water.

**AeroJet Technology**  
Embodying TOTO’s People-First Innovation philosophy, the timeless-design Oberon Shower System features AeroJet, TOTO’s patented air-injection technology. AeroJet increases the water stream’s volume by drawing air in through the top of the showerhead and pumping it into the water droplets, enlarging them by increasing their volume. Bathers find that their high-performance Oberon Shower System delivers an invigorating, full-bodied drenching experience, even at lower flow rates.
TOTO’s AeroJet air-injection technology creates a balanced spray for optimum water distribution and full body coverage. Bathers’ showering experience is extremely pleasurable as they use water responsibly and reduce their consumption.

Oberon Shower System
Comprised of a sleek showerhead and pressure balance valve trim, TOTO’s new Oberon Shower System offers precision engineering, superb performance, excellent ergonomics and absolute reliability. Homeowners and design professionals alike will appreciate the real world benefits this refined system offers when they see the savings on their water bills.

Oberon Showerhead
The Oberon Collection’s chic new WaterSense labeled showerhead is available at a flow rate of 2.0 or 1.75 gpm, which meets the California Energy Commission’s 2018 water-efficiency regulations.

The Oberon Showerhead measures 4-1/8” in diameter and offers an enhanced water-flow trajectory for expanded body surface coverage. Its shower face is punctuated with rubber nozzles, which resist hard water’s lime scale buildup.

Oberon Pressure Balance Valve Trim
TOTO believes that great design, like great performance, is for everyone, and its durable Oberon pressure balance valve trim—constructed of brass and zinc—offers the ease of use of single handle design. This Universal Design valve control handle may be easily adjusted by anyone regardless of age or ability level.

The Oberon R’s round faceplate complements the Oberon R faucet, and the Oberon S’s square faceplate complements the Oberon S faucet.

The Oberon Collection’s new Shower System will add alluring design to bath environments in home, hospitality, and commercial settings. With its premium materials and high-quality construction, the new Oberon Shower System will ensure its owners worry-free performance for years to come.
Journalist’s Note: High-resolution digital images of the Oberon Shower System are available for download from TOTO’s Online Press Room or immediately upon request.

About TOTO
TOTO USA is headquarters for the Americas Division of the TOTO Global Group, which was established in 1917 with the founding of TOTO, Ltd., in Kitakyushu, Japan. TOTO is the world’s largest manufacturer of bathroom fixtures and fittings with $5.1 billion dollars in annual sales. For the past 100 years, TOTO has been the recognized leader in innovation, technology, performance, and design with products that enhance the luxury bathroom experience. Today, the company maintains 25,700 employees in 69 offices around the world and owns manufacturing facilities in Japan, Mexico, the USA, China and Europe with an affiliated network of more than 80 production facilities worldwide. With over 1,500 engineers on staff and three centers devoted to research and development, TOTO is dedicated to engineering products that respect the environment while meeting people’s needs for comfort, beauty and performance. TOTO’s corporate philosophy— People-First Innovation—is the guiding principle for all the company’s processes, from engineering and design to manufacturing and sales. Consumers enjoy the peace of mind that comes from knowing they purchased a brand that innovates to improve people’s quality of life. Winner of numerous domestic and international awards and recognitions, TOTO is the only plumbing manufacturer honored as Water Efficiency Leader by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. The company continues to raise industry standards and consumer expectations as to what is possible in the bath space, as TOTO believes a high-quality bathroom is an experience and an everyday luxury people value and appreciate.

For more information, consumers may visit www.totousa.com or call 1.888.295.8134, Option 5. Follow TOTO on Twitter (@TOTOUSA) and become a TOTO fan on Facebook.
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